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ABSTRACT:   

 
A novel approach is proposed on the basis of the current value of Network I/O load, Disk I/O 
load and Disk capacity load of data server, adjusts the threshold differences. Load balancing is 
achieved using data migration. Furthermore, proposed technique also provides an optimized way 
to handle excessive client request that are beyond the system to handle, by monitoring maximum 
number of data server that can be overloaded in overall system which results in more efficient 
data migration statistics. The relevancy of proposed threshold to overall cost performance count 
which is mathematically proven to be improved than 70%. 
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[1] INTRODUCTION  

When considering load balancing in Distributed File System, the study to understand the DFS is 

necessary. DFS is a client server based application where client request for data, the server grants 

the request by providing the data present in cache memory. If data is not present in cache than that 

data is read from disk and stored on file system cache. The main purpose of DFS is sharing of 

files. Load balancing related to DFS mean balancing the load of data server by data migration 

strategies to achieve high availability of response to client request. Its main work is to balance the 

work-load across multiple data server. Threshold is a limit value which we are consider as a 

benchmark for balancing the load. When a certain values exceeds a threshold a appropriate actions 

is to be implemented. In this paper we are considering the optimal threshold value and proposing 
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an algorithm for the purpose of load balancing in Distributed File System using Data Migration 

technique. 

 

[2] RELATED WORK  

There are various techniques available for load balancing in distributed system which perhaps 

improves the performance of high data servers for balancing heavy loads. Even certain 

methodologies have certain impact on the overall system optimization statistics for achieving 

availability and efficiency. We studied and investigated various schemes to deal with balancing 

load in distributed system environment. The Load balancing approach using process migration [2] 

provides an approach which uses both sender initiative and receiver initiative algorithm and 

focuses on process migration. 

    One way to deal with load balancing for I/O intensive applications [3] in distributed system that 

dynamically detects I/O load imbalance on nodes of distributed system. Threshold based load 

balancing giving an efficient way of improving system performance, so our major focus is on 

threshold based system which proposes a way for load balancing in distributed environment using 

threshold based data migration. we can determined the load of a data server by the data files stored 

in it. There are various issues for Load balancing in distributed computing systems such as Delay 

in system response for completing client request, time required for migrating data, etc. [4] provides 

an efficient means to deal with these issues. [8] Shows the analysis based on the different types 

and sizes of files generating different loads. [6] Shows the evolution method for load generated on 

heterogeneous resources 

In summary there are certain problems with existing schemes for load balancing. 

 

1. Reflecting the exact load of whole system in real state is not achieved. Increases in the number 

of Overall systems being overloaded can lead to overall system failure.  

 

2. Traditional system used hot data for load balancing, where read write operation was not 

considered .In such system the time for writing file for load balancing is not consider which 

caused a synchronization overhead. 

 

3. In existing technique the migration process includes some extra loads which is not consider in 

the load balancing process.  

 

4. The methods proposed for evaluating load may not guarantee to be reasonable.  

 

To resolve the above given issues: 

We are proposing an Optimized threshold based approach which provides a threshold value to 

determine whether the overall system is overload or not. In case of overall system when value is 

greater than threshold, than monitoring server reject or stop the client request. When the generated 

value for load on data server is greater than threshold value for an individual data-server, than data 

is transferred from overload server to underloaded server. For our work we are considering the 

heterogeneous system. Previously data migration used only hot file but we are considering three 

file i. e. hot file, warm file and cold file. The proposed system evaluates the extra load that is 

generated during migration by calculating the effect of migration. Also the cost performance is 

improved than the previous technique for load balancing in distributed system. 
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[3] BACKGROUND  

 The Proposed System consists of Parallel Network File System. It consists NFS 4.1 protocol 

which defines a method of separating metadata of a file system from location at which data stored. 

PNFS consists of Client, Server and Metadata Server. PNFS server is combination of server 

components and servers are controlled by Meta-Data Server. In Proposed System we are also 

providing optimized threshold value ,from threshold we find out whether individual Data server is 

overloaded or not. We are also providing Threshold to check whether Complete system is 

overloaded or not. There is different Load Distribution Algorithm available such as Receiver 

Initiated Algorithm and Sender initiated algorithm. We prefer Receiver initiated because Receiver 

initiated do not cause system instability. In DFS we need to select Co-coordinator, Election 

algorithm is used for selecting coordinator. There are 2 Election algorithms are available, Bully & 

Ring Algorithm. In case of Ring algorithm, we are proposing that processes are arranged in logical 

ring. If process P thinks that coordinator has crashed, it builds an election message, which contains 

its own Id. Then send message to next alive successor and each process add its own id and forward 

to next. When process P receives message, it sees its own id in it. If id present   then cycle is 

complete and consider highest priority as coordinator. 

 [3.1] LOAD EVALUATION MODEL  

 

Load of the system is always depending upon the resource utilization of that system. We can 

characterize resources mainly into three categories i.e. Network I/O load, Disk I/O load and disk 

capacity load. This categorization is helpful to effective analysis of resource utilization. Reference 

[5] proposes method to calculate the price of resource utilization. General ways to calculate the 

resource utilization for above mentioned parameters are: 

1) Network i/o resource utilization: 

Eq. I 
 

 
         Ni =Network I/O resource utilization for ith data server 

  Nui= Total Bandwidth on network I/O and 

  Nti =   Utilized bandwidth on network I/O 

 

2) Disk  i/o resource utilization: 

Eq. II 
 

                                                         
 

  Di = Disk I/O resource utilization for ith data server 

  di =Average speed of disk I/O 

 

3) Disk capacity resource utilization: 

Eq. III 
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During load evaluation one more parameter need to consider that while calculating resources are 

reused. For example, Finding the network I/O resource utilization if required data is already 

present in cache, it will reduce resources need to perform disk I/O operations. Resource reuse 

index for network I/O given by: 
 

Eq. IV 
 

      
 

[4] DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

 

[4.1] System Architecture 
 

Balancing the load of data servers through data migration is the goal of this approach. Certain       

key factors are therefore needed to be considered, such as 

 

1) What are the measures required to collect and calculate data server load.  

 

2) Which algorithm strategy can be used for identifying the source and destination data 

servers?  

 

3) When to migrate the data and how to determine the ways of migrating data along with 

selecting data migration policies.  

 

4) Handling the request which is beyond the capacity of overall system.  

 

    We can realize these by the load balancing architecture shown in figure. 1 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                    Figure: 1 System Architecture 

 

The system consists of three modules as follows: 

 

1. Control Client Request:  
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This module used to control client request according to instruction given by the monitoring 

server. It accepts request or deny the request depending on system status. If system is 

overloaded then monitoring sever request control client module to reject client request.  

 

2. Data Server:  

 

For each data server collecting module is present which collects load information for each 

parameter such as: Network I/O, Disk I/O Load, Disk capacity Load of each node. When 

monitoring server requests for collecting load each data server send collected information to it. 

Also data server migrate the data when monitoring server request to migrate data from 

overloaded data server to under loaded data server.  

 

3. Monitoring server:  

 

Function of monitoring server:  

 

a. Collect load from data server.  

 

b. Update Meta data information.  

 

c. Find overloaded and under loaded data server.  

 

d. Calculate the performance and decide migration type.  

 

e. If overall system is overloaded then inform to control client request module to deny client 

requests.  

 

Monitoring server will request for collecting load information from individual node for 

balancing the load. Monitoring server also checks for the overall system is overloaded or not if the 

system is overloaded then monitoring server will give command to not to accept any more client 

request. This technique may help to avoid the denial of service attack on the system and help to 

improve security of system. 

 

[4.2] Basic implementation 

 

We can balance the load by using any of the two algorithms one is sender initiative and the other is 

receiver initiative algorithm. Based on algorithm the load type for migration is selected along with 

the source and destination node. Data server can migrate three types of files hot files, Warm files, 

Cold Files. Hot files are most frequently accessed files on that data server where as cold files are 

rarely or least frequently accessed files and warm files are average accesses files on data server. 

Generally hot files are selected for migration if type of load is network I/O as they are frequently 

accessed on the network. 

 

There are various load-balancing techniques which are proposed including number of resources, 

including the CPU, memory, disk I/O, or a combination of CPU and memory resources. 
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We can access the load status of data servers by monitoring the parameters of the system 

resources on the data server. 

 

In this approach we focus on the basic three parameters that are: 

 

Network Load, Disk I/O Load, Disk Capacity Load. 

 

a). Calculating Network Load : 

 

The network load of system depicts the overall network statistics. We can get the network load 

of a system by using certain Linux commands such as ifconfig, nload. Which provide the received 

and transmitted bytes? 

 

b). Calculating Disk I/O Load: 

 

Disk I/O Load specifies the disk input-output status using iostat command, which provide input-

output statistics and also report CPU statistics. 

 

c). Calculating Disk Capacity: 

 

Disk Capacity can be calculated by using df and du command. The df displays the amount of 

disk space available on the file system. The du command specifies the disk usage. We are using 

this technique for balancing load of system. Different approaches are used for balancing load of 

system. Here, we are using Data Migration for load balancing. Previously only hot data is selected 

for Migration. Now, we are considering Hot File, Warm File & Cold File while performing 

migration. In our system we are considering 4 main factors Network Load, Disk I/O Load, Disk 

Capacity Load, and Threshold 

 

I. ALGORITHM 

 

1) To Find Source Node: 

 

In Order to find out Source Node, It consists of 3 steps as follows: 

 

A. Find out mean of data server Network Load, Disk I/O Load, and Disk Capacity Load. 

 

Network Load of system is denoted by N, Disk I/O is denoted by D & Disk Capacity is 

denoted by C. First we are monitoring Network load, Disk I/O Load, Disk Capacity Load for all 

nodes in data server. 7 and find out load status of individual node. After that we are calculating 

Mean value for all mention parameters. 

 

MeanN Represents the mean value of data server network load:- 
Eq. V 
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MeanD defines the mean value of data server disk I/O load:- 
Eq. VI 

 
 

 

 
MeanC defines the mean value of data server disk Capacity load:- 

Eq. VII 

      

 

  

B]. Find out Deviation Factor for Data server Network, Disk 

 

I/O and Disk Capacity Load.Deviation  Factor  calculation  take  place  to  find  out 
imbalance state, & to Find out which type of load is used for 
 

δN represent deviation factor for data server Network load. 
Eq. VIII 

 

    δD represent deviation factor for data server Disk I/O load. 

Eq. IX 

 

   δC represent deviation factor for data server Capacity load. 

Eq. X 

 

From above equations, we obtain 3 deviation values. Pass 

all deviation values to next step. 
 
C] We Compare all these values and find out maximum value using following function:- 

Load balance type: =max (  δN,  δD,   δC)  
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From the above function. We get knowledge about which 

type of load we need to migrate and then backtrack to A] 
and find out node having maximum load. And this node is 
considered as Source. 

 
2) To decide Threshold 

 a] For individual node:-Ti Represents Load Status Of individual Data Server in DFS 

                                                     Eq. XI 

 

 

Ai Represents Load status of complete System. 

Eq. XII 

                                   

if Ti>Ai , then 'i Data server ' is overloaded. 

b] For Complete System:- 

 For complete system, monitor load status of individual data server, and count number of 

overloaded data server. If count exceeds Threshold, then overall system is overloaded.  

3) Find out Type of Migration 

  There are 3 files are considered while performing migration i.e. hot File, Warm File & 

Cold File. Hot File means which is access many times. Cold files are very rarely access. PCi is 

used when Cold file is selected by source DS as a Migration File:- 

    Eq. XIII 

PCi =Ci 

 

PWi   is used when Warm file is selected by source DS as a Migration File:- 

Eq. XIV 

PWi=Ni+Di+PCi 

PHi   is used when Hot file is selected by source DS as a Migration File:- 

Ri   represents source DS network reuse index, which is ratio of source network load & source 

Disk I/Load.          Eq.XV 

PHi=RiNi+Di+Ci 

4) From step 1 we got Source Data Server & others are optional Destination Server. We are 

performing load balancing using data migration then we need to calculate effect of data migration. 
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EHi   Represent effect of Migration when hot file is selected by source Data Server as a migration 

file. If Load balance Type is Deviation Factor N then, 

Eq. XVI 

EHi=RiδN(Ns-Ni) 

If Load balance Type is Deviation Factor D then, 

Eq.XVII 

                                                 EHi=δD(Ds-Di) 

If Load balance Type is Deviation Factor C then, 

Eq. XVIII 

                                                         EHi=δC(Cs-Ci) 

EWi   Represent effect of Migration when warm file is selected by source Data Server as a 

migration file. If Load balance Type is Deviation Factor N then, 

Eq.XIX 

EWi=δN(Ns-Ni) 

If Load balance Type is Deviation Factor D then, 

Eq .XX 

EWi=δD(Ds-Di) 

If Load balance Type is Deviation Factor C then, 

Eq.XXI 

EWi=δC(Cs-Ci) 

ECi   Represent effect of Migration when cold file is selected by source Data Server as a migration 

file.  

Eq.XXII 

ECi =δC(Cs-Ci) 

5) Select Proper Destination For Data Migration. 

We need to find out cost performance from values which we obtain in step 3 and 4. 

ϒCi represents migration cost if cold file is selected by source DS select as migration file: 

Eq. XXIII 

ϒCi=ECi  /PCi 

ϒWi represents migration cost if warm file is selected by source DS as migration file: 

Eq.XXIV 
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ϒWi=EWi  /PWi 

ϒHi represents migration cost if Hot file is selected by source DS select as migration file:  

        Eq.XXV 

ϒHi=EHi  /PHi 

From above obtaining value, we find out node having maximum cost performance and node 

selected as Destination. 

[5] DISCUSSION 

The following table consists of Network Load, Disk I/O Load, and Disk Capacity Load for 

different nodes in Distributed system. All values are assumption for proposed system. 
                                                                      

 Table .I 

  
Load\Node Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node 4 

Network 

Load 
2 3 1 3 

Disk I/O 

Load 
4 3 5 1 

Disk 

Capacity 
3 2 1 2 

 
                                  Table. II 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

As per paper [1] we use for mules and calculated values. From above calculated values, we found 

Deviation factor for Disk I/O Load is Maximum. Therefore From given input table.1 we found 

Node 3 is Source Node. And remaining considered as optional destination. We calculated cost 

performance for remaining destination nodes. 

 
 

                                                  Table.III 
 

 

 

 

 

From above result, we compare all values and decide Node 4 as destination & migration type is 

selected as Hot File. 

     After that we work on that, and uses some different equations in order to improve overall 

performance of the system. And from that we got following results for Mean Value and deviation 

Calculation Network Disk I/O Disk 
 Load Load Capacity 
   Load 

Mean Value 2.25 3.25 2 
    

Deviation 0.829 1.47 0.707 
Factor    

   

Optional Hot File Warm File Cold File 
Destination    

Node 1 -0.014 -0.085 -0.471 
    

Node 2 0.32 0.071 -0.353 
    

Node 4 1.34 -0.149 -0.353 
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factor. 
     Table.IV 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

From deviation factor, we come to know that Disk I/O having maximum Load, so it considered as 

overloaded, and from that node 3 is considered as source. If Disk I/O load is maximum then there 

is no need to calculate migration effect of other load, from that we got following Results, 
                               

   Table .V 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From new threshold based 

approach we improve cost 

performance by 96%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                        Figure: 2 Load analyses 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                  

 

 

 

Figure: 3 Cost performance improvements 
 

Calculation Network 

Load 

Disk 

I/O 

Load 

Disk 

Capacity 

Load 

Mean Value 2.25 3.25 2 

Deviation 

Factor 

1.68 2.37 1.5 

Optional Hot File Warm File Cold File 
Destination    

Node 1 0.064 0.26 -1 
    

Node 2 0.84 0.59 -0.75 
    

Node 4 2.63 1.58 -0.75 
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[6] CONCLUSION 
 
Applying Load balancing technique using data migration will help to improve the performance of 

Distributed File System efficiently. Providing a threshold value for overall system, can avoid 

Denial Of Service attacks by controlling the client request, which can increase the response time to 

client. The algorithm describe in this paper helps in maintaining the system stability and making 

the system available, by migrating the data. 
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